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The authors thank Anonymous Referee #3 for the detailed review of the FISH paper
and for the many fruitful comments which were helpful to improve the paper. All
changes of the paper are highlighted in red color. Point by point answers to your
comments are reported below.

Major points

• 1) Just to make sure I understand: Eqn. 3 accounts for the outgassing component
at low flow rates, and low humidities, and Eqn. 4 accounts for the time response
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of the PMT, which becomes an issue at high pressures and high humidities (i.e.,
high water vapor number densities = high count rates). Figure 5a shows that
for the outgassing correction, the data at all but the highest pressure setpoints
are reduced with the correction. This makes mechanistic/physical sense, as out-
gassing within the FISH cell leads to a higher signal than that measured by the
reference instrument. At the highest pressure setpoint, however, the FISH data
increase with the correction. Is there a physical explanation for the increase, i.e.,
P > Peq and you are correcting for water uptake on the walls? Or is this a result
of the new calibration constant, fu?
Your understanding is correct. Eqn. 3 accounts for outgassing of water vapor
from the cell at low flow conditions, low water vapor concentrations, and cell
pressures which are below the equilibrium pressure. It is not an increase with
the correction at the highest pressure set-point but rather the underestimation if
the correction is not used. So it is a matter of the calibration constants fu. If the
correction is not used, the calibration factor fu is typically overestimated (range
1.2-4). The count rate Ng is lower for higher pressures (p.11 ll 219-222) where Nu
is mostly pressure independent. If fu is now too large, the subtracted background
becomes also too large and the corresponding water vapor mixing ratio at high
pressures is than underestimated compared to the true value.

• Similarly, I am confused by the results of Figure 5b. The largest DT (PMT count
rate) correction is for the lowest water vapor number densities (i.e., lowest cell
pressures) and the correction decreases with pressure. I would have expected
the opposite pres- sure dependence since the fluorescence signal is correlated
with the number of water molecules in the duct. NOTE that for an equivalent mix-
ing ratio the number of water molecules will be greater at higher pressures. As
the authors state on Page 7745, Line 5+: “Thus the time between subsequent
counts detected by the PMT becomes shorter with a higher amount of water va-
por molecules in the air.”
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It is right that the amount of water vapor molecules increase with increasing pres-
sure. The important point is that the fluorescence signal decreases with increas-
ing pressure due to the absorption of Lyman-alpha light by oxygen (p.11 ll 219-
222). This is considered by the measurement of the lamp intensity, which also
decreases with increasing pressure. This is in fact one of the reasons for dividing
the fluorescence count rate Ng by the lamp intensity I0 to gain a pressure inde-
pendent measurement. We included a, additional sentence in the text, to make it
more clearer. (see page 11 ll 220-222)

• Adding to my confusion is the statement on Page 7745, Line 16-17 that at UT/LS
pressures, which are low, this DT effect on FISH is negligible. Again, Figure
5b shows the largest correction to the data at pressures in the UT/LS range.
(Perhaps there is something else that I’m not understanding.)
You are completely right, at low pressures this effect is not negligible and only
negligible for low water vapor contents. Thus, we removed the part with the
pressure in this statement.

• 2) You might (though it’s not necessary) add a sentence in the text that provides
an estimate of the percentage difference in VMR resulting from the temperature
discrepancy discussion on page 7747. (You show % differences in Figure 6, but
an additional sentence in the text on page 7747 might be helpful.)
We added the sentence in the text. The percentage difference is 1–3% of the
respective water vapor mixing ratio. (see page 13 ll 270-271)

• 3) The correction for outgassing in FISH during AquaVIT-1 (discussed at the bot-
tom on Page 7756 and shown in Figure 11) is somewhat confusing. For the run
shown in Fig- ure 11b, which examined the lowest mixing ratios (i.e., âĹij0.3 – 2
ppmv), the corrected FISH values are raised at every pressure/mixing ratio set-
point. One would expect that correcting for outgassing in FISH would lead to a
reduction in the measured values, not an increase. That is, to match the values
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supplied by the chamber the outgassing contribution should be subtracted. I’m
guessing that the explanation is that the calibration factors for FISH changed,
lead- ing to a subsequent change in the measured values at low mixing ratios.
What were the flow rates through FISH during the AIDA experiments? Were they
sufficient to ignore contributions from outgassing?
You are right, on the first view it is confusing. The point is that the calibration
factors in the particular the fu is different (as you already guessed). It is similar to
your point 1, where you have also mentioned an underestimation of low water va-
por mixing ratios during the calibration at hight pressures. At the AIDA chamber
we had a low flow of 3 nL/m, which is even lower than during our calibration runs.
This low flow prevents the chamber from being sucked empty from the different
instruments. So at the AIDA chamber we also have to account for outgassing of
the FISH cell during the experiments with the same Eqn. 3. Otherwise, we would
overestimate the WVMR with the changed calibration factors.

• 4) The MLS documentation has a guide to comparing high resolution data sets
with the retrieved satellite profiles. Were MLS averaging kernels – or some other
appropriate averaging technique – actually applied to the FISH data in the com-
parison? (There was a brief mention of averaging kernels on page 7757, but it’s
not clear if they were utilized in the following discussion or figures.) At the very
least, the present analysis should consider this approach and see if it changes
the results in any significant way.
Averaging kernels were applied to the FISH data. The code to do so was ac-
tually provided by the MLS science team. For this reason we only are able to
do the comparison at 82 mb. This is so we have sufficient vertical coverage to
actually apply the averaging kernel. We replaced the text: "Because of for the
MLS averaging kernel, the analysis is limited to the lower stratosphere, at the
standard MLS level of 82 hPa and all FISH vertical flight profiles in that region.”
to : "The vertical resolution for MLS water vapor in the lower stratosphere is on
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the order of 3 km. Because of that, vertical averaging kernels need to be applied
to adequately compare with the extremely high vertical resolution aircraft data.
To do this, we need aircraft profiles that encompass the 3 km range around the
pressure level of interest. For this reason, we are only able to do the MLS-FISH
comparisons at the 82 mb level." (see page 23 ll 546-550)

Technical Corrections/Idiomatic Suggestions

• 1) The wording of the first sentence of the abstract is awkward.
Is revised.

• 2) Page 7737, line 7. Replace “for” with “of”: “A crucial part of the FISH measure-
ment...” (Alternative: Crucial for FISH measurement...)
Changed.

• 3) Page 7737, line 12. Delete “also”: “...stated in previous publications.”
Changed.

• 4) Page 7738, lines 20-23. Eliminate “As a side note”: “Krämer et al. (2009)
investigated this “supersaturation puzzle” with the FISH measurements. They
applied a quality check procedure to the in-cloud supersaturation measurements
and were able to explain all valid supersaturations with established microphysics.”
Even, if this part is not essential for the paper, we would like to keep the side note
as is to put the supersaturation puzzle and relative humidity measurements into
the scientific context.

• 5) Page 7739, line 8. Replace “percents” with “percent”, etc. : “...differences may
be on the order of several tens of percent (Fahey et al., 2014; Weinstock et al.,
2009), thus exceeding...”
Is changed.
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• 6) Page 7740, line 22. Replace “a” with “an”: “....water molecules are split into an
excited OH...”
Is changed.

• 7) Page 7741, line 21. Replace “factors” with “factor”: “The pressure dependent
Kf factor considers non-radiative...”
Is changed.

• 8) Page 7743, line 1. Replace “with” with “of”: “Since in the field the supply of dry
air...”
Is changed.

• 9) Page 7744, line 9. Eliminate “is”: “...flow rate through the cell and the smaller...”
Is changed.

• 10) Page 7744, line 13. Replace “vanish” with “vanishes”: “...where the partical
pressure difference vanishes.”
Is changed.

• 11) Page 7744, line 17. Add “by”: “...can be accounted for by including...”
Is changed.

• 12) Page 7745, Line 25+. You might add a little more text: “When the calibration
data are evaluated with the two additional correction factors, the calibration factor
ck changes very little...”
Is revised.

• 13) Page 7746, Line 20. Replace “Firstly” with “First”: “First, the...”
Is changed.

• 14) Page 7746, Line 21. Eliminate “from time to time”: “...manufacturer to be
recalibrated...”
Is eliminated.
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• 15) Page 7748, Line 7. Replace “inputn” with “input”: “...to depend on the pres-
sure at its input (pre-pressure).”
Is changed.

• 16) Page 7748, Line 13. Replace “depict” with “depicts” or alternative “illustrates”:
“This illustrates the lower and upper uncertainty...”
Is changed.

• 17) Page 7749, Line 22. Add “measured”: “...the uncertainty of the measured
WVMR...”
Is changed.

• 18) Page 7750, Line 27. Change wording. “...the Lyman-alpha radiation is more
strongly absorbed...”
Is changed.

• 19) Page 7751, Line 10. Change H2Otot to WMR for consistency with the rest of
the text: “Thus, these high WMR in thick cirrus...”
Is changed.

• 20) Page 7751, Line 18. Replace “distinct” with “distinguish”: “...is to clearly
distinguish...”
Is changed.

• 21) Page 7754, Line 20. Replace “were” with “was”: “...humidity or temperature)
was found.”
Is changed.

• 22) Page 7756, Line 8+. Wording changes: “The value of these sub 1 ppmv
AIDA measurements is questionable when considering the atmospheric mea-
surements, since mixing ratios this low at the high pressures used in AIDA never
occur in the atmosphere, and as such are outside the design parameters for the
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in situ instrumentation.”
Is replaced.

• 23) Page 7756, Line 18. Add “absolute”: “...where the largest absolute discrepan-
cies occur...” Actually, I have a question about this... are these also the largest rel-
ative, i.e., percentage differences as well? If so, you could instead say: “...where
the percentage differences occur...”
We checked it and found that this are also the largest relative discrepancies. So
we changed it to " where the largest percentage differences occur"

• 24) Page 7757, Line 17. Remove “exemplarily”: “Figure 13 demonstrates...”
Is changed.

• 25) Page 7757, Line 22. Remove “for”: “Because of the MLS averaging kernel,
...””
Text is revised according to your point 4.

• 26) Page 7757, Line 25+. Wording: “Differences are between ±2 ppmv at the
low water vapor concentrations found in the stratosphere (typically less than 10
ppmv).”
Is changed.

• 27) Page 7757, Line 28. I suggest rephrasing this sentence: “...and are therefore
approximately < 10% at the...”
Is changed.

• 28) Page 7758, Lines 2-3. Wording: “This slightly higher value was observed at
high latitudes during the Reconcile campaign, and appears to be a MLS retrieval
artifact. ...Similar deviations of -0.2 to -0.7 ppmv are found for all campaigns at
the 100 hPa MLS level (not shown). Overall, Fig. 13 demonstrates the excellent
agreement between FISH and MLS water vapor measurements over six-year
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period from 2005 to 2011.”
Is replaced.

• 29) Page 7758, Lines 11-12. Wording: “...during numerous campaigns. The large
dataset, compiled over this decades-long interval, affords a unique perspective
from which to evaluate the performance of FISH. We have now reassessed... “
Is replaced.

• 30) Page 7758, Line 18. Eliminate also: “...evaluation which now accounts for
high...”
Is changed.

• 31) Page 7758, Line 26-27. Wording: “During the last two decades, FISH has
had many opportunities to compare with other in-situ hygrometers. In fact, some
campaigns were partly dedicated to assess hygrometer performance, like the
MACPEX campaign...”
Is replaced.

• 32) Page 7759, Line 14. Wording: “...in-flight and remote sensing instrumentation
demonstrate the ability of FISH to precisely and reliably measure water vapor in
the UT/LS.”
Is replaced.

• 33) Page 7759, Line 20+. Wording: “He devoted all his efforts towards improving
the FISH (see Fig. 1) instrument making it one of the leading instruments for
measuring the low water vapor content of the stratosphere. His efforts contributed
to developing a better understanding of the transport mechanisms and variability
of water vapor in the UT/LS.”
Is replaced.
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